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Abstract. Shallow lesions less than 1.5-cm deep are frequently seen
in breast patients when they are scanned in reflection geometry. Two
boundary conditions are compared for imaging shallow lesions, and a
new probe design is introduced. A partial reflection boundary condi-
tion is suitable for imaging shallow lesions less than 1.0-cm deep;
whereas an absorption boundary condition is desirable for imaging
lesions more than 1.5-cm deep. Our new probe design incorporates
either a partial reflection boundary or an absorption boundary based
on a priori knowledge of lesion depth provided by coregistered real-
time ultrasound images. An angled source is introduced to further
improve the illumination of the region between 1.0- to 1.5-cm
depths. Simulation, phantom, and freshly excised mouse tumor ex-
periments demonstrate that targets located at different depths can be
uniformly reconstructed. A clinical example is given to demonstrate
the utility of this new approach for optimally probing lesions located
at different depths. © 2008 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction
iffuse optical tomography �DOT� in the near-infrared range
as great potential for noninvasive imaging and monitoring
umor angiogenesis development.1–10 In breast imaging, DOT
mplemented in reflection geometry has a significant advan-
age for probing reduced breast tissue thicknesses as com-
ared with transmission and ring geometries. In reflection ge-
metry, patients are scanned in a supine position and the
reasts are generally flat and can be further compressed as
onventionally done with pulse-echo ultrasound imaging.
hese factors allow lesions closer to the chest wall to be im-
ged. In transmission geometry or ring geometry, breasts are
ither sandwiched between a pair of source and detector
lanes or surrounded by sources and detectors deployed in a
ing or multiple rings. Using these two geometries, lesions
lose to the chest wall are very difficult to access.

The imaging of lesions less than 1.0- to 1.5-cm deep with
OT in reflection geometry presents a challenge. This is be-

ause photons traveling from sources to detectors follow “ba-
ana” paths when an absorbing boundary condition is used
nd therefore probe shallow regions with lower
ensitivity.11–13 As a result, shallower lesions very close to the
kin surface are difficult to image with good accuracy unless
ources and detectors are located on top of the lesion. This
equires that the lesion location is approximately known from
ther imaging modalities, such ultrasound,14–17 magnetic reso-
ance imaging,18,19 or x-ray mammography.20

ddress all correspondence to: Quing Zhu, University of Connecticut, Depart-
ent of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Storrs, Connecticut, 06269; Tel:
69-486-5523; Fax: 860-486-2447; E-mail: zhu@engr.uconn.edu
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044002-
We have developed a dual-modality technique that uses
coregistered ultrasound images to guide the optical image re-
construction. Ultrasound images and optical data are acquired
simultaneously with a handheld probe in which a commercial
ultrasound transducer is centrally located and optical fibers
are distributed around the periphery. A dual-zone mesh recon-
struction scheme has been developed to improve the
inversion.14 Our dual-modality technique has greatly im-
proved the accuracy of optical image reconstruction and
therefore classification between benign and malignant breast
lesions.15,17 Because the ultrasound transducer has to occupy
the center region for imaging lesions underneath the probe,
the minimal distance of optical source and detector pairs
across the centrally located lesions is restricted to approxi-
mately 2.5 to 3.0 cm depending on the ultrasound transducer
size. This limitation has prohibited the implementation of
sources and detectors in the central region.

In a reflective boundary, photon paths follow hemispheri-
cal trajectories and shallow lesions can therefore be probed
with higher sensitivity.11–13,21 However, as demonstrated in
this paper, a reflection boundary is suitable only for probing
lesions at less than 1.0-cm depth; whereas an absorption
boundary provides higher sensitivity for imaging lesions
deeper than 1.5 cm. To bridge the transition from a reflection
boundary to an absorption boundary, a tilted source is intro-
duced to improve the light illumination of the shallower re-
gion between 1.0- to 1.5 cm depths. As a result, a uniform
imaging reconstruction from the skin surface to the chest wall
can be achieved. This hybrid probe design has many applica-
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ions in DOT imaging when the central region is not acces-
ible due to anatomical limitations.

In Sec. 2, we begin with the review of the Monte Carlo
MC� simulation technique used to demonstrate the effects of
bsorbing and reflection boundary conditions. We then sum-
arize the theory of two boundary conditions and introduce

he modified diffusion equation by including an angled
ource. The probe design, experimental systems, and the im-
ging reconstruction scheme are also introduced in Sec. 2. In
ec. 3, the absorption and reflection boundaries are compared
sing MC simulation and phantom experiments. Errors that
esult from using extrapolated and partial-current boundaries
re assessed. Simulations and phantom experiments using an
ngled source to improve shallower region illumination are
resented. A clinical example is given in this section to dem-
nstrate the utility of the new probe. Section 4 provides a
ummary and final discussion.

Methods
.1 Monte Carlo Method
he MC method22 was adopted to simulate the light propaga-

ion in a scattering medium and to visualize the absorption
istribution inside the medium for two different boundary
onditions. Briefly, the turbid medium was modeled as having
ayers with finite thickness �along the depth, z axis� of speci-
ed optical properties in each layer. In our simulation, mil-

ions of photons were generated at each source location. Each
hoton was incident at the surface of the turbid medium and
as assigned a unity weight W, which is analogous to light

ntensity. Generally, the photon was incident normally to the
urface. When an angled source was introduced, the photon
as incident with the specified angle. Each photon went

hrough many steps of absorption and scattering processes.
fter each step, part of the weight �W was absorbed by the
edium and the weight of the photon was decreased. The

hoton was scattered following the Henyey-Greenstein func-
ion. The medium anisotropy g was chosen to be 0.9 in this
imulation. The Roulette technique was used to terminate the
hoton when W�Wth, where Wth was a threshold value. For
ach photon, it was either absorbed in the medium, or de-
ected at the reflecting surface, or it exited the transmitting
urface. After the migration of one particular photon halted, a
ew photon was launched into the medium at the source lo-
ation. The MC simulation was performed in the time
omain23 and the resulting temporal data were Fourier trans-
ormed to give frequency domain amplitude and phase shift as
function of distance. In this simulation, the boundary con-

ition can be easily controlled through the refractive indexes
f the surface layer and the medium layer. If these two layers
ad matched refractive indexes then the absorption boundary
ondition was satisfied. If the refractive indexes of these two
ayers were mismatched, the possible total internal reflection
as considered by calculating the Fresnel reflection

oefficient.24 The Fresnel reflection coefficient was compared
ith a random number, and the reflectance was decided sta-

istically. Therefore, the reflection boundary condition or par-
ial reflection boundary condition can be simulated.

To evaluate the contributions of different boundary condi-
ions and their effects on image reconstruction of a target, the

C program was extended to include a target embedded in-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044002-
side the medium. The size, position, and optical properties of
the target were controlled from an input file. The difference
compared with the flat layer only MC simulation was the
addition of complex reflection and refraction computation be-
tween target and medium interfaces.

2.2 Green’s Function Solutions to the Diffusion
Equation Under Different Boundary
Conditions

The general photon density wave ��r , t� at position r and
time t is described by the diffusion equation:25

1

v

�

�t
��r�,t� − D�2��r�,t� + v�a��r�,t� = S�r�,t� , �1�

where �a is the absorption coefficient and D is the diffusion
coefficient of the medium, which is related to the reduced
scattering coefficient �s� by D=1 / �3�s��. Here v is the speed
of light inside the medium. The source term S�r , t� describes
the density of photons generated per second. The Green’s
function solution to the diffusion equation in frequency do-
main with the partial current boundary condition ��
=�ext�� / �z � can be written in the cylindrical coordinates as13

GPC��,z,zs� =
1

4�D� exp�− kr�
r

+
exp�− kr+�

r+

−
2

�ext
�

−�

−zs

dz� exp� z� + zs

�ext
� exp�− kr��

r� � ,

�2�

where k is the wave vector, r is the distance between the light
source located at depth zs and an arbitrary point in the me-
dium, r+ is the distance between the image source located at
depth −zs and the arbitrary point, r� is the distance from the
arbitrary point to other image sources with depth of z�, and
�ext is the extrapolated length on the order of �s�

−1. All param-
eters can be found in Ref. 13.

Different boundary conditions can be modeled by taking
different values of �ext: for a reflection boundary �ext→� and
for an absorption boundary �ext→0. Generally �ext can be
expressed as

�ext =
1 + Ref f

1 − Ref f

2

3
zs,

where Ref f is the effective reflection coefficient at the bound-
ary of a semi-infinite medium.12 The line integral in Eq. �2�
complicates the calculations. By adopting an approximate
boundary condition called the extrapolated boundary condi-
tion, Eq. �2� can be approximated as

GEX��,z,zs� =
1

4�D
� exp�− kr�

r
−

exp�− kr��
r�

� , �3�

where r is the same as before, but r� is the distance from an
extrapolated image source to the arbitrary point. The depth of
the extrapolated image source is determined by �ext, which is
a function of the effective reflection coefficient Ref f. The ac-
curacy of this approximation will be discussed in Sec. 3.2.
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�2
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.3 Analytical Equation of an Angled Source Using
an Absorption Boundary

n angled source was introduced to improve the light illumi-
ation in the transition region of 1.0- to 1.5-cm depth. The
iffusion Eq. �1� with an angled source in frequency domain
an be modified as

D�2��r�,	� − ��a − j
	



���r�,	� = − S0��r� − r�0� exp� j

	



r�� ,

�4�

here 	 is the modulation frequency, and r�0 is the location of
n effective isotropic source, which depends on the angle of
he incident light. The solution of the modified diffusion equa-
ion is similar to Eq. �3� depending on boundary condition
arameter �ext and the location of the effective isotropic
ource.

.4 Probe Design and Experimental System
frequency domain system was used in the phantom experi-
ents. The system consists of three wavelengths of 690, 780,

nd 830 nm modulated at 140 MHz and one photomultiplier
ube �PMT� detector. Each wavelength was switched to nine
ource locations on a probe using 3�1 and 1�9 optical

ig. 1 Photograph of the new probe that incorporates an absorption
oundary with an angled source �a� or a partial reflection boundary
sing an aluminum cover �b�. The ultrasound probe was located at the
enter and the optical source and detector fibers were distributed at
he periphery of the ultrasound probe.

ig. 2 Logarithmic scale display of absorption distributions inside t
oundary �b�. The medium has dimensions of 12�12�7 cm3. The fi

he depth. The medium background optical properties were �a=0.03
�=6.0 cm−1. The target was a 0.5-cm radius sphere located at �0, 0
s

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044002-
switches, and the PMT detector was translated to eight detec-
tion locations connected to optical light guides. The clinical
system used an identical source system but 10 parallel PMT
detectors.26 At each detector position, both amplitude and
phase of the scattered wave were measured and were used to
reconstruct the absorption distributions.

The probe configuration shown in Fig. 1 was used for
simulation and experiments. An ultrasound transducer was lo-
cated at the center to provide target size, shape, and depth
information. Figure 1�a� is the photograph of the probe made
of black plastic, which provides an absorption boundary. One
angled source fiber tilted 55 deg from the incident plane was
located next to a source fiber of normal incidence. In the
comparison study, either the angled or the normal-incident
source was connected to the source output. Thus the total
number of sources was the same in each experiment. The
probe can also be covered with an aluminum plate to provide
a partial reflection boundary and the fitted Ref f is 0.6. Figure
1�b� is the photograph when the aluminum cover is used for
imaging shallower lesions and will be referred to as a partial
reflection boundary in the following text.

2.5 Image Reconstruction
The dual-zone mesh scheme is used for imaging
reconstruction.14 Briefly, the entire imaging volume was di-
vided into the background region and the target region. The
background region was divided into a relatively coarse mesh
of voxel size 1.0�1.0�1.0 cm3, and the target region was
segmented into a fine mesh of voxel size 0.2�0.2
�0.5 cm3. As a result, the total number of voxels with an
unknown absorption coefficient was significantly reduced. In
addition, the total absorption distribution instead of absorption
distribution per se was reconstructed, and the total absorption
distribution was divided by different voxel sizes of target and
background region. Because the absorption changes in back-
ground region were generally smaller than the lesion region,
the total absorption distribution was maintained on the same
order for voxels in both regions and the inversion was well

dium computed using an absorption boundary �a� and a reflection
as displayed as x-z projection; x axis is the lateral dimension and z is
nd �s�=6.0 cm−1; the target optical properties were �a=0.3 cm−1 and
�, and the source was located at �−1.7 cm, 0, 0�.
he me
gure w
cm−1 a
, 0.7 cm
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�3
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onditioned for convergence. The Born approximation was
sed to relate the measured perturbation and the medium ab-
orption distribution, and the conjugate gradient method was
sed for inverse reconstruction.

Experimental Results
.1 Comparison of Absorption and Reflection

Boundaries
igure 2�a� shows the MC simulation of the absorption distri-
ution �x-z projection� using an absorption boundary. An ab-
orber of 0.5-cm radius was located 0.7-cm deep in the me-
ium. Figure 2�b� shows the absorption distribution of the
ame target and the background using a reflection boundary of

ef f =1. Both figures were normalized to the total number of
hotons and displayed in logarithmic scale. The total absorbed
eight at the target region, defined as the summation of the

bsorbed weight in the target volume, in the absorption and
eflection boundary cases was 0.0077 and 0.0505, respec-

ig. 3 Perturbation distribution as a function of the target depth for an
bsorption boundary �Reff=0� and reflection boundary �Reff=1�. Two
ypical source-detector distances of 3 and 7 cm were selected.

ig. 4 Errors between two boundary conditions as a function of effecti
cm were shown in figures. �a� Relative errors of amplitude. �b� Pha
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044002-
tively. About 6.5 times higher absorption was obtained with
the reflection boundary and consequently larger perturbation
could be expected in the measurements.

Figure 3 shows the normalized perturbation distribution
caused by a point absorption target as a function of the target
depth for absorption �Ref f =0� and reflection �Ref f =1� bound-
aries. In the calculation, a small target with a diameter of
1 mm was used and the difference of the absorption and re-
duced scattering coefficients between the target and the back-
ground medium were 0.3 and 0 cm−1, respectively. The center
of the target was located at the middle between the source and
the detector. For each depth, the photon density at the detector
position was calculated and subtracted by the background
photon density, which was calculated from the absence of the
target. The result was further divided by the background pho-
ton density, which provided a percentage of the photon den-
sity change caused by the absorbing target. To compare the
results of different boundary conditions, the percentage of
photon density changes in each case was normalized to its
maximum value. Two typical separation distances of 3 and
7 cm between the source and the detector were adopted.
When the reflection boundary was used, the perturbation
reached a maximum close to the boundary and reduced as the
depth increased. When an absorption boundary was chosen,
the maximum perturbation occurred at certain depth depend-
ing on the source-detector separation. These results suggest
that a reflection boundary should be used for detecting shal-
low targets and an absorption boundary for deeper lesions.

3.2 Comparison of Extrapolated Boundary and
Partial-Current Boundary

As discussed in Sec. 2.2, an effective reflective coefficient
Ref f was introduced to account for partial reflection of pho-
tons from a boundary. For the thin aluminum plate used, the
best fitted Ref f is 0.6. It has been known that the extrapolated
boundary condition fails when Ref f is close to unity.12,13 To
evaluate the validity of the extrapolated boundary approxima-
tion when Ref f =0.6, we numerically calculated the error of
photon distribution caused by an absorbing target from Eqs.

ction coefficient. Three typical source-detector distances of 3, 4, and
rs.
ve refle
se erro
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�4
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2� and �3�, respectively. Figure 4�a� shows the amplitude er-
or and 4�b� shows the phase error between the extrapolated
nd partial-current boundary conditions. The amplitude errors
ere about 1.26%, 1.58%, and 2.09% for typical source-
etector pairs separated by 3, 4, and 6 cm, respectively, when

ef f =0.6. Correspondingly, the phase errors were −1.34,
0.82, and −0.47 deg, respectively. It is obvious that when

ef f =0.6, the extrapolated boundary condition is very close to
he partial-current boundary condition.

.3 Phantom Experiment Using Reflection and
Absorption Boundaries

o validate the simulations, a set of phantom experiments was
erformed using the system described in Sec. 2.4. An In-
ralipid �Baxter, Deerfield, Illinois� solution was used to emu-
ate typical breast tissue optical properties of �a=0.03 cm−1

nd �s�=6.3 cm−1. The high-contrast target was a 1.0-cm di-
meter sphere made of polyester resin of calibrated values

a=0.23 cm−1 and �s�=5.45 cm−1 at 780 nm. The low-

ig. 5 Images of the high-contrast absorber reconstructed from differe
oundary; the middle column was obtained using the absorption boun
eflection boundary. In �a�, �b�, and �c�, the target center was locate
btained at 0.2-cm depth, and the second and third cross-sections slic
t 1.0-cm depth. The first slice is obtained at 0.5 cm and the second a
ocated at 1.5-cm depth. The reconstructed maximum and mean valu

Table 1 The reconstructed maximum value
=0.23 cm−1� under different conditions at 780 n

Normal-Incident Sources
with Absorption Boundary

Norm
and

Using

Depth
�cm� Max �cm−1� Mean �cm−1� Max �

0.7 0.107 �46%� 0.086 �37%� 0.141

1.0 0.149 �65%� 0.124 �54%� 0.180

1.5 0.204 �89%� 0.174 �76%� 0.200
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044002-
contrast target had the same size, but different optical proper-
ties of �a=0.07 cm−1 and �s�=5.50 cm−1 calibrated at the
same wavelength. The data were collected separately using
the black probe �Fig. 1�a�	 with no angled source and the
probe with the aluminum cover �Fig. 1�b�	 when each target
was located at 0.7, 1.0, and 1.5 cm in depth, respectively. The
left and right columns of Fig. 5 show the reconstructed im-
ages using both boundary conditions at 780 nm. The color bar
represents the reconstructed absorption coefficient. The left
column �Figs. 5�a�, 5�d�, and 5�g�	 shows the reconstructed
images obtained from the black probe; the right column �Figs.
5�c�, 5�f�, and 5�i�	 displays images obtained from the probe
with the aluminum cover. The middle column �Figs. 5�b�,
5�e�, and 5�h�	 shows the reconstructed images using the
probe shown in Fig. 1�a� with one angled source, which will
be compared in the later section. The reconstructed maximum
values and the mean values within full width at half maximum
�FWHM� are given in Table 1 �first and third columns�. At a
shallower depth of 0.7 cm, the reconstructed target �a value

ndary conditions. The left column was obtained using the absorption
ith one angled source; the right column was obtained using the partial
.7-cm depth. The first slice is the spatial x-y image of 8 cm�8 cm
- and 1.2-cm depths. In �d�, �e�, and �f�, the target center was located
d at 1.0- and 1.5-cm depths. In �g�, �h�, and �i�, the target center was
e shown in Table 1.

mean values of the high-contrast target ��a

dent Sources
ngled Source
tion Boundary

Normal-Incident Sources
with Partial Reflection

Boundary

Mean �cm−1� Max �cm−1� Mean �cm−1�

0.113 �49%� 0.200 �87%� 0.166 �72%�

0.150 �65%� 0.163 �71%� 0.138 �60%�

0.169 �74%� 0.150 �65%� 0.128 �55%�
nt bou
dary w
d at 0
e at 0.7
nd thir
es wer
s and
m.

al-Inci
One A
Absorp

cm−1�

�61%�

�78%�

�87%�
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�5
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nd shape have been improved when the aluminum cover was
sed. When the depth was increased to 1 cm, the recon-
tructed target �a obtained from the black probe with the
ngled source was more accurate than that of using the black
robe only and the aluminum cover. The �a obtained from the
luminum-covered probe was better than the black probe
nly. At the 1.5-cm depth, the best result regarding to recon-
tructed target �a was obtained from the black probe with
bsorbing boundary condition.

Similar experiments were performed for the low-contrast
arget and the reconstruction results are shown in Fig. 6 for
oth boundary conditions at 780 nm. The reconstructed maxi-
um and mean values are given in Table 2 �first and third

olumns�. The middle column shows the results obtained from
he black probe with the angled source. For the low-contrast
arget, the shape of the reconstructed image using the absorp-
ion boundary is better than the partial reflection boundary at
- and 1.5-cm depth, however, the image at 0.7-cm depth is
istorted. The reconstructed image at 0.7-cm depth is im-
roved under the partial reflection boundary condition. When
he average target �a was used to compare three configura-

ig. 6 Images of the low-contrast absorber reconstructed from differe
oundary; the middle column using the absorption boundary with
ondition. In �a�, �b�, and �c�, the target center was located at 0.7-cm
g�, �h�, and �i�, the target center was 1.5-cm depth. The reconstructe

Table 2 The reconstructed maximum value
=0.07 cm−1� under different conditions at 780 n

Normal-Incident Sources
with Absorption Boundary

Norm
and O

Using A

Depth
�cm� Max �cm−1� Mean �cm−1� Max �

0.7 0.071 �101%� 0.055 �79%� 0.075 �

1.0 0.079 �113%� 0.067 �95%� 0.085 �

1.5 0.091 �130%� 0.077 �110%� 0.079 �
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044002-
tions, the black probe with the angled source provided a more
accurate target �a at 1-cm depth and the black probe with
no-angled source was the best at 1.5-cm depth.

To further validate the phantom experiments, we have per-
formed one set of mouse tumor experiments. The excised tu-
mor was heterogeneous with three lobular structures and was
placed inside a transparent cuvette of 1 cm in size. The cu-
vette was located at 1.0- and 1.6-cm depths within an In-
tralipid solution of fitted optical properties �a=0.023 cm−1

and �s�=7.0 cm−1 at 780 nm. For each target depth, two sets
of data were acquired by using two probes: an absorbing
probe without angled source �Fig. 1�a�	 and the probe with
aluminum cover �Fig. 1�b�	. Reference data were acquired
using the corresponding probe. The absorption map obtained
with the aluminum cover at 1-cm depth �see Fig. 7�b�	
showed higher �a of maximum 0.122 cm−1 and improved
target shape compared with the absorption map obtained at
the same depth using the black absorbing probe �see Fig.
7�a�	. The reconstructed maximum �a obtained with the black
probe was 0.088 cm−1. At 1.6-cm depth, the absorption map

ndary conditions. The left column was obtained using the absorbing
gled source; the right column using the partial reflection boundary
In �d�, �e�, and �f�, the target center was located at 1.0-cm depth. In

mum and mean values were shown in Table 2.

mean values of the low-contrast target ��a

ent Sources
gled Source
tion Boundary

Normal-Incident Sources
with Partial Reflection

Boundary

Mean �cm−1� Max �cm−1� Mean �cm−1�

0.059 �84%� 0.085 �121%� 0.072 �103%�

0.069 �99%� 0.073 �104%� 0.062 �89%�

0.067 �95%� 0.065 �92%� 0.054 �77%�
nt bou
one an
depth.

d maxi
s and
m.

al-Incid
ne An
bsorp

cm−1�

106%�

121%�

113%�
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�6
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btained with the black probe demonstrated a higher recon-
tructed �a of maximum 0.137 cm−1 �see Fig. 7�c�	 and im-
roved target definition compared with the map obtained with
he aluminum cover �see Fig. 7�d�	. The reconstructed maxi-

um �a obtained with the aluminum cover was 0.101 cm−1.
hus, more uniform reconstruction can be achieved with the
se of partial reflection boundary for a shallower depth, such
s 1 cm, and an absorbing boundary at depths beyond 1.0 cm.
his set of results agrees with phantom experiments shown in
ig. 5.

.4 Simulation Results with Angled Source
sing the MC method, the forward data using sources with
ormal incidence and one angled source, referred to as the
ngled probe, were generated from the probe configuration
hown in Fig. 1�a�. The reconstructed images for the 1.0-cm
iameter target are shown in Fig. 8 along with values for the
imulation parameters. Figure 8�a� is the reconstructed image
sing the probe with sources at normal incidence, and Fig.
�b� is the reconstructed image using the angled probe. The
otal number of sources used in obtaining the images �1�a�	
nd �1�b�	 is the same. For both images, the first slice is the
patial x-y image of 6 cm�6 cm obtained at 0.2 cm, and the
econd slice is at the depth of 0.7 cm with 0.5-cm spacing
etween slices. In Fig. 8�a�, the image is blurred and shifted
rom the center position. The maximum reconstructed value is

a=0.162 cm−1, which is about 54% of the true value, and
he mean is 0.122 cm−1, which is 41% of the true value. In
ig. 8�b�, both the reconstructed value and location of the

arget are improved compared with Fig. 8�a�. The maximum

ig. 7 Images of an excised mouse tumor reconstructed from differen
bsorbing boundary; the right column ��b� and �d�� using the aluminu
econstructed maximums were 0.088 and 0.122 cm−1, respectively. In
aximums were 0.137 and 0.101 cm−1, respectively.

ig. 8 The reconstructed image for a simulated target using the bla
ackground optical properties of the medium were �a=0.03 cm−1 and
.5 cm and �a=0.3 cm−1 and �s�=6.0 cm−1. For both images, the firs
econd slice is at the depth of 0.7 cm with 0.5-cm spacing between s
he true value�, and in �b�, the maximum � =0.27 cm−1 �90%�.
a

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044002-
reconstructed value in Fig. 8�b� is �a=0.270 cm−1, which is
about 90% of the true value, and the mean is 0.196 cm−1,
which is about 65% of the true value. These results demon-
strate that tilted sources may further improve the shallow re-
gion illumination. The experimental implementation of tilted
sources, however, presents a limitation for clinical studies �see
Sec. 4�.

Simulations of different target contrast were performed to
evaluate the probe with one angled source. In the simulations,
the background properties were kept as �a=0.03 cm−1 and
�s�=6.0 cm−1 while the target �a varied from 0.1 to 0.3 cm−1

in 0.1 cm−1 increments. The target �s� was kept as 6.0 cm−1.
The spherical target of 1-cm diameter was located at �0, 0,
0.7 cm�. Figure 9 plots the reconstructed maximum values
�dashed line� and the mean values �dotted line� with different
probes. The blue solid line shows the true values. The black
dashed line is the reconstructed maximum value from the
angled probe with normal-incident sources and one angled
source, and the black dotted line is the reconstructed mean
value from this probe. The red dashed line is the reconstructed
maximum value obtained from the probe with all normal-
incident sources, and the red dotted line is the reconstructed
mean value. The reconstructed values at low contrast region
are close for both probes. For higher contrasts, the perfor-
mance of the angled probe is superior to that with all normal-
incident sources.

3.5 Phantom Experiments Using the Angled Probe
Phantom experiments were performed to validate the results
obtained from the simulations. An Intralipid solution of opti-

ary conditions. The left column ��a� and �c�� was obtained using the
er. In �a� and �b�, the tumor center was located at 1.0-cm depth. The
�d�, the tumor center was located at 1.6-cm depth. The reconstructed

be with normal-incident sources �a� and the angled probe �b�. The
0 cm−1. The target was located at the center �0, 0, 0.7 cm� with radius
is the spatial x-y image of 6 cm�6 cm obtained at 0.2 cm, and the
�a�, the maximum reconstructed value was �a=0.162 cm−1 �54% of
t bound
m cov
�c� and
ck pro
�s�=6.
t slice

lices. In
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al properties �a=0.03 cm−1 and �s�=6.3 cm−1 was used.
he high- and low-contrast targets were the same as used
efore. The data were collected using the probe shown in Fig.
�a� with the angled source connected to the source fiber
hen the target was positioned at 0.7-, 1.0-, and 1.5-cm

ig. 9 Reconstruction results for a 1-cm diameter spherical target at
0, 0, 0.7 cm� from the probe with all normal-incident sources and the
ngled probe with normal-incident sources and one angled source.

ig. 10 �a� Coregistered ultrasound image , �b� the corresponding ab
rom 53-year-old woman using the black angled probe shown in Fig. 1
btained at 780 nm, and �f� total hemoglobin map using the same pro
lice corresponds to a spatial image of 9 cm�9 cm obtained at 0.3
.5-cm spacing in depth. The fitted background absorption and red
.78 cm−1 �780 nm�, and 0.012, 4.23 cm−1 �830 nm�, respectively. T
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044002-
depths. Figures 5�b�, 5�e�, and 5�h� show the reconstructed
images obtained from the high-contrast target. For the target
located at 0.7-cm depth, the angled probe improved the re-
construction accuracy by 16% compared with the probe of all
normal-incident sources. At this target depth, the best result in
terms of reconstruction accuracy was obtained from the probe
with the aluminum cover �Fig. 5�c�	. Figure 5�e� is the recon-
structed image when the target is located at 1.0-cm depth. For
the high-contrast target, the probe with all normal-incident
sources can reconstruct the image at the correct location, but
the maximum reconstructed �a value is 0.149 cm−1 �65% of
true value�. The angled probe provides a similar result, but the
reconstructed �a value is 0.180 cm−1 �78% of true value�,
which is better than the probe with the aluminum cover for
which the reconstructed value was 0.163 cm−1 �71% of true
value�. It is clear that the angled probe can provide better
target shape and improved reconstructed value compared with
the probe with all normal-incident sources, especially in the
range of 0.7 to 1.0 cm. At 1.5-cm depth, the results obtained
from the angled probe and the probe with normal-incident
sources are comparable. For the high-contrast target at this
depth, the maximum reconstructed �a value obtained from the
probe with normal-incident sources is 0.204 cm−1, which is
89% of the true value, and the maximum �a value of the
angled probe is 0.20 cm−1, which is 87% of the true value.

n map obtained at 780 nm, and �c� total hemoglobin map obtained
Coregistered ultrasound image, �e� the corresponding absorption map
the aluminum cover. In absorption and total hemoglobin maps, each
erneath the skin surface to 3.3 cm deep toward the chest wall with

cattering coefficients from the normal side of the breast were 0.01,
biopsy result revealed a benign fibroadenoma.
sorptio
�a�. �d�
be with
cm und
uced s
he core
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�8
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he reconstructed maximum values and means within FWHM
re listed in the second column of Table 1. For the low-
ontrast target, as we expected, both probes provided similar
esults. The reconstructed maximum values and means are
isted in the second column of Table 2. It is clear that the tilted
ource in the angled probe increased the detection sensitivity
o shallow targets located at approximately 1-cm depth and
mproved the reconstruction results compared with the probe
ill all normal-incident sources.

.6 A Clinical Example
n example was obtained from our ongoing clinical study

onducted at the University of Connecticut Health Center. The
tudy protocol was approved by the local Institutional Review
oard and the informed consent was obtained from the pa-

ient. The black angled probe without and with aluminum
over of absorption and partial reflection boundary condition
see Fig. 1� was used to evaluate a 6-mm lesion of a 53-year-
ld patient prior to her ultrasound-guided core biopsy. Figures
0�a� and 10�d� show the coregistered ultrasound images of
he 6-mm lesion located at 1-cm depth when the black angled
robe with and without the aluminum cover were used, re-
pectively. The corresponding absorption maps obtained at
80 nm as well as the computed total hemoglobin maps with-
ut and with the aluminum cover are shown in Figs. 10�b� and
0�c� and Figs. 10�e� and 10�f�, respectively. The maximum
nd mean lesion �a at 780 nm were 0.144 and 0.098 cm−1

or the angled probe and 0.088 and 0.064 cm−1 for the alumi-
um probe. The computed total hemoglobin maximum and
ean were 62.0 and 44.3 �M / l for the angled probe and 53.1

nd 38.4 �M / l for the aluminum probe, respectively. Based
n the comparison studies shown in Figs. 5�e� and 5�f� and
ig. 6�e� and 6�f� �see Tables 1 and 2�, the mean values of the
ngled probe are more accurate than the aluminum probe at
his target depth. Ultrasound-guided core biopsy revealed a
enign fibroadenoma. The total hemoglobin levels obtained
gree with the benign findings reported by us earlier.15,17

Discussion and Summary
he ability to accurately image shallow lesions less than 1.0-

o 1.5-cm deep with DOT in reflection geometry is important
ecause 10% to 30% of patients have lesions in this range.
he absorption and reflection boundaries have certain sensi-

ivity ranges and can be best combined to optimally probe
esions located at different depths as demonstrated in this pa-
er. The angled sources can further improve the light illumi-
ation in this shallower region and work synergistically with
he two boundary conditions to provide more uniform recon-
truction across the target depths from surface to 1.0- to
.5-cm depths.

The optimal boundary condition or probe selection was
valuated using simulations, phantoms, and an excised tumor.
or clinical studies, the background tissue absorption and
cattering have a wide range and the transition depth between
he sensitivity ranges of the two boundary conditions may
hange accordingly. A more robust transition depth relation-
hip accounting for differing bulk tissue optical properties re-
ains to be validated by more clinical cases.
The tilt angle and the number of tilted sources in our de-

ign were based on simulation results and experimental con-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044002-
siderations. Figure 11 shows simulation results of maximum
reconstructed �a versus source angle tilted from normal inci-
dence. The forward data were generated using the MC simu-
lation from the probe shown in Fig. 1�a�. The other experi-
ment conditions were the same as those documented in Sec.
3.4. The angled source was tilted at 0 �normal incidence�, 30,
45, 60, and 65 deg. The reconstructed maximum �a were
0.162 �54%�, 0.181 �60.3%�, 0.213 �71.0%�, 0.270 �90.0%�,
and 0.279 cm−1 �93.0%�, respectively. From simulation, the
angled source tilted at 65 deg from the normal incident was
needed to significantly improve the reconstruction accuracy.
However, this angle was difficult to implement on the plastic
probe with about 1-cm thickness and therefore a 55-deg angle
was used in the experiments. Simulations also show that three
angled sources can improve the quantification accuracy of the
high-contrast target up to 95% at the depth of 0.7 cm;
whereas one tilted source at center can reconstruct about 90%
of the true value. However, the number of available normal-
incident sources will be reduced when probing deeper lesions.
Therefore, only one tilted source was deployed on the probe.

In Ref. 26, we have introduced the use of different modu-
lation frequencies to probe lesions located at different depths.
The high-modulation frequency in the range of 350 MHz or
higher can improve the detection sensitivity of shallower le-
sions; however, the system hardware design is more complex
due to factors such as higher signal losses of circuit compo-
nents, PMT frequency response, and noise. The phase un-
wrapping is also a difficult task due to the rapid change of
phase profile received from all source-detection separations.
The probe design introduced in this paper is much easier to
implement. The selection of an appropriate probe in a clinical
setting is as simple as choosing different transducers in rou-
tine ultrasound examinations. Currently, we are using this new
probe in our ongoing clinical studies.

We have shown that a handheld probe that can flexibly
incorporate either a partial reflection boundary or an absorp-
tion boundary can significantly improve the reconstruction ac-
curacy of targets located at different depths. An angled source

Fig. 11 The reconstructed maximum �a when the source has different
tilted angle. The background optical properties of the medium were
�a=0.03 cm−1 and �s�=6.0 cm−1. The target was located at the center
�0, 0, 0.7 cm� with radius 0.5 cm and �a=0.3 cm−1 and �s�
=6.0 cm−1.
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�9
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an further improve the illumination of the shallow region
etween 1.0- to 1.5-cm depths. Simulations, phantom experi-
ents, an excised mouse tumor, and a clinical example have

emonstrated the synergistic utility of this new approach.
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